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Rockweed—An Exploitable Resource Caught Up in Controversy
by Alan Gray

Rockweeds are the most common seaweeds on

confused by unclear rules regarding shoreline access,

Maine’s coast. They thrive in the intertidal zone

ownership of the resource, and public use of the

along the shore, clinging to rocks by their holdfasts.

intertidal zone.

Though much of Taunton Bay’s shoreline is

seaweed harvest management to the Department of

mudflat, significant populations of rockweeds exist

Marine Resources (DMR), which is set up to oversee

where solid substrates are found.

fisheries and shellfish. Seaweeds are algae of the

Harvesting of

seaweeds

Protista Kingdom, neither plant

in

nor animal.

Maine has been occurring since

Most attempts to discuss the

gathered for use as food, fodder

fertilizer.

issues,

Commercial

propose

about ‘seaweed as a fishery’ and
‘who owns the seaweeds in the

impact of several larger scale
notably

to

bog down as soon questions

Of late, the

size of these harvests, and the
operations,

and

meaningful regulation, seem to

harvesting has been happening
here for decades.

Algae are sub-

classed as Plantlike Protists.

colonial times. Seaweeds were

and

The legislature has assigned

intertidal zone?’ come to the

those

forefront.

working in Cobscook Bay, have

Five rockweed species are

raised issues of sustainability.

common in Maine.

Looking forward, as other marine

Two are

resources decline, we can expect more pressure on

most often seen. The dominant inshore species is

the rockweed beds.

Ascophyllum nodosum, generally referred to as

Rockweeds are just a few of the seaweeds
gathered on our coast. In recent times, the volume
of those harvests has also greatly increased. In turn,

rockweed or knotted wrack.

Fucus vesilculus,

typically called bladderwrack, is found in more
exposed areas.

this has led to attempts to regulate the harvest,

The canopies of long fronds of rockweeds are

define sustainable yield, and clarify how harvesting

critical components of the intertidal habitat. They

may be carried on. The regulatory environment is

filter nutrients, contribute to the food chain, shelter
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many small marine organisms, and help control

DMR was tasked by the legislature to develop a

erosion. Plants break apart from wave action and ice

Fisheries Management Plan for Rockweed.

scouring. The severed fronds are transported by tides

report was delivered in January, 2014. (See link at

and currents to the nearshore, forming large deposits

end of article.) So far, no additional regulation or

of organic detritus, another food chain element.

legislation has emerged. While harvest licenses are
issued by DMR, it does not appear that DMR does

Rockweed growth and harvest is analogous to

much in the way of enforcement of the few rules that

farming and harvesting of a crop. Rockweeds attach

are in place.

to the rocky substrate with holdfasts. They do not
have roots. This leads some to dispute the farming
view.

That

DMR must contend with the cloudy legal rights of

These algae reproduce sexually, and

harvesters, shoreland owners, and the public.

regenerate fairly quickly when fronds are severed,

Today’s common law dates back to an ordinance

either by harvest or natural events.

Much of the

from 1641 in colonial Massachusetts. In Maine and

controversy around harvesting focuses on how

Massachusetts, unlike anywhere else, upland shore

quickly this regeneration occurs. Further, there is

owners were granted ownership to the low tide mark,

much debate over the length of frond to be left—

originally to enable building of wharves.

measured from the holdfast—when harvesting.

BUT—and this is the crux of the issue—the

Harvesting can be done by hand, or by mechanized
means.

ordinance gave the public the right to use this private

Most harvesters try to take only small

land in the intertidal zone for “fishing, fowling, and

amounts from the beds, and many “farm” certain

navigation.”

areas by carefully cutting less than can be quickly

generally been broad, to include worming and clam

regenerated.

The wild card in this is natural loss

digging. So again, is the harvest of seaweed fishing,

from the beds due to storm waves and ice.

or is it agriculture? The courts and legislature over

Commercially processed rockweed must be fresh cut.

the years have done an excellent job of hedging on

The dead masses along the shore are usable only for

this question at every opportunity. Each branch of

mulch and erosion control.

government seems inclined to side-step the issue. It
appears that the legislature would need to enact

Most harvesters appear to want to take only
sustainable amounts.

dramatic new laws to change the current “rules”.

Debate rages over the

An on-going major court case around harvesting in

definition of sustainable. Does that mean to keep the

Cobscook Bay is directly raising these issues.

resource producing for harvest, or is it a broader
question of sustainability of the entire habitat?

The interpretation of “fishing” has

Do

As a side note—recent court cases, notably in

years of data from similar heavily harvested habitats

Wells, have focused on very broad interpretations of

in Europe have applicability in Maine? What effect

the law that allows the public the right to walk the

will the well-documented, dramatic warming of the

intertidal zone without carrying a fishing rod or a

Gulf of Maine have on seaweed populations?

fowling piece. Fallout from these cases may also be
applicable to rockweed harvesting.
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For much more information, follow these links to more seaweed and rockweed pages on the web. The links point
to specific documents. Each of the host websites also presents a wealth of other pertinent information. Sometimes
they conflict. Explore !
www.frenchmanbaypartners.org/projects/rockweed/
www.maine.gov/dmr/science-research/species/rockweed/documents/DMRRockweedFMPJan2014.pdf
www.seaweedcouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/MSC-Field-Guide-Aug-2014-FINAL-reformatted-new-url.pdf
www.rockweedcoalition.org/pages/aboutrockweed.shtml (Cobscook Bay)
For news items of interest:
bangordailynews.com/2017/02/06/news/state/maines-coastal-waters-are-unhealthy-from-carbon-acidity-areseaweed-gardens-the-answer/?goal=0_715eed3192-c9116becd9-82686017

www.fishermensvoice.com/archives/201602RockweedFishOrHabitatAndWhose.html

RSU 24 Estuary Project
by Frank Dorsey
On January 25th and 30th, RSU 24 held two oneday sessions about estuaries for more than 300
elementary school students. The sessions were
based in part on The Secret Bay, a book by Maine
author Kimberly Ridley and illustrator Rebekah
Raye. As part of the project, Friends of Taunton Bay
presented programs on horseshoe crabs and the food

web. We also provided trail maps from Frenchman
Bay Conservancy and informational maps from the
Schoodic National Scenic Byway Committee.
Johanna Bazzolo, Frank Dorsey, Lisa Herrington,
Beverly Johnston, and Merry Post participated in
this very exciting outreach experience.

Friday Evening Lectures
by Frank Dorsey

FTB and Frenchman Bay Conservancy again
jointly sponsored an evening lecture series on
Fridays in July and August at Gordon’s Wharf.

on temperature changes in the Gulf of Maine.
On August 5, Heather McCargo, Director of Wild
Seed Project, discussed seed propagation of native
plants and encouraged use of these natives in the
interest of creating more resilient flora better able to
cope with potential climate change

On July 7, the FTB Members Meeting was
followed by a report on the State of Taunton Bay by
Frank Dorsey, its former president. The following
Friday, Ken Cline, professor at the College of the
Atlantic, discussed his excellent photos of paddling
the Union River and Frenchman Bay watersheds.

On August 12, Aaron Dority, Executive Director of
Frenchman Bay Conservancy, and Bob deForrest of
Maine Coast Heritage Trust, reported on Protected
Lands in Hancock and Washington Counties and the
exciting potential for some large-scale conservation,
connecting Schoodic Point to Schoodic Mountain.

Jessica Muhlin, a Maine Maritime Academy
professor, gave a very interesting talk on
rockweed reproductive ecology: How Two Intertidal
Seaweeds May Respond To Changing Climate. This
was a follow-up to the rockweed conference
sponsored by Frenchman Bay Partners.

In the last talk on August 19, Melissa Malmstead,
Education Director of the Center for Cooperative
Aquaculture Research (CCAR), reported on the wide
range of activities at the center, from tropical fish to
sea urchins, and seaweed aquaculture to brood stock
and feeding studies.

In a further look at climate change on the
following Friday, Harold Borns, Professor Emeritus,
University of Maine, lectured on Sea Level Rise and
the Ice Age Trail, including some alarming graphs
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Horseshoe Crab Mating Observations on Shipyard Point: 2014 – 2016
by Frank Dorsey

First

Last

Days of

Mating

Mating

Duration

Mating

Observation
5/24/2014
6/2/2015
5/18/2016

Observation
6/19/2014
6/19/2015
6/3/2016

of Mating
27
18
17

Observation
21
18
13

Maximum #

Total #

Horseshoe
Crabs

Horseshoe
Crabs

Observed
per Day
70
136
163

Observed
Overall
538
1016
953

Frank Dorsey shows a horseshoe crab to interested children.

There have been reports of fewer horseshoe crabs
in the Bagaduce River this year. That is not the case
for Taunton Bay. In spite of water temperatures
hovering near 60oF (the temperature below which
horseshoe crabs rarely mate), many more horseshoes
were observed mating in 2015 and 2016 than in
2014, and the average numbers observed per day of
observation were much higher the last two years than
in 2014.

Average #
Seen
per Day of
Observation
25.6
56.4
73.3

Photo by Dan Farrenkopf

Shipyard Point, probably indicating earlier water
warming to about 60oF due to Egypt Bay’s greater
proportion of mudflats. Those in upper Hog Bay (65
horseshoes) were observed late in the mating
season .
A possible difference between the Bagaduce
population and the Taunton Bay population is that
sonar tracking indicates that the Taunton Bay
populations remain near their mating sites all year,
burying in channel side mud from autumn through
late spring while those in the Bagaduce are believed
to over-winter in the ocean.

In addition to the Shipyard Point observations,
horseshoes were observed mating in Egypt Bay and
in upper Hog Bay. Those in Egypt Bay were
observed three days before any were seen on
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Nature Education News

2016 Camp - “Rock’n Taunton”
Text and photos by Lisa Herrington

Our 2016 Environmental Summer Camp's theme
was "Rock'N Taunton: Geology Around the Bay". We
had fun learning about all things geological, including
metamorphic, igneous and sedimentary rocks,
volcanoes, glaciers, earthquakes and plate tectonics.
On the last day of each week, sculptor Mark
Herrington joined us for a fantastic day of granite
splitting! All the children were able to try their hand
at splitting a large piece of stone with traditional and
modern day tools. The smiles on their faces show how
exciting this was for the kids and all the adults
watching.

Learning to identify rock samples.

As always this camp could not happen without the
wonderful parent and member volunteers. It is a
community effort that is greatly appreciated.

Campers perched on the Schoodic By-way Kid’s
Quest “Working Granite” display at the head of
Gordon’s Wharf

Above: Mark Herrington demonstrating granite
splitting, working here with feathers and wedges.
Right: learning how heavy items can be
moved with leverage
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Recent Taunton Bay King Tides
Text and photos by Steve Perrin

The king or super tides on November 14-15,

River shore of the deposit left by a river flowing

2016, show that bluff erosion is still progressing,

beneath the last glacier as it melted and retreated

even without being backed up by any wind to

some fifteen thousand years ago. The sand ends up

speak of, or low pressure area. Factors affecting

on the flat just south of the Hancock end of the Han-

the erosion caused by such a tide include slope

cock-Sullivan Bridge that replaced the Singing

of bluff face, wind speed and direction, height of

Bridge in the year 2000. That flat is now covered

tide, barometric pressure, soil moisture, and type

with blue mussels which are exposed at only the

of soil affected. The flap of turf hinged down

lowest of low tides.

onto the face of the bank shows the breadth of

The same slumping is taking place along Nauset

groundcover left unsupported by the sand that

Beach all along the front side of Cape Cod. The bite

has slumped beneath it onto the tidal flat below.

of the highest tides in November form two parallel

In this case, that amounts to between five and

lines along the bottom of the bluff. Layers of recent-

six feet of eroded soil.

ly slumped sand can be made out on the surface of

This bluff is what remains along the Taunton

the bluff.

On December 14, 2016, at Gordon's Wharf, lobstermen Tim Doughty and Phillip Dunbar load lobster gear during a very high tide. All the gear is stacked on the wharf. (Phillip Dunbar has the white beard.)
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Report from the President
by Alan Gray

Summer of 2016 was another busy and sucessful
season for the Friends of Taunton Bay (FTB).
Though we have faced no immediate controversies,
we have carried on watching and monitoring
Taunton Bay’s waters and watershed.

$600. We also sold raffle tickets for a strip–built
wooden canoe donated by Shep Erhart. The raffle
raised $175.
Friends of Taunton Bay is in the second year of a
three year lease with the Town of Sullivan for the
Taunton Bay Education Center (TBEC) at Gordon’s
Wharf. Early in 2016 we were approached about
subleasing the kitchen. A one-year deal was
finalized in July. Camille Hoffman, an experienced
baker, has established a small custom (no retail)
cake and baked goods business at TBEC.
The
business is called La Petite Bakery, her website is
laborofloaf.com.
We are comfortably working
around each other’s schedules, and FTB has access
to the kitchen as needed.

Our educational programs continued as in the
past. The Friday Night Speakers series presented in
partnership with the Frenchman Bay Conservancy
drew well all summer. Lisa Herrington again
organized two highly successful day camp sessions.
We did not host a research intern this summer, as
funding and a suitable working arrangement could
not be organized. Is seems that grant funding is
much harder to come by when you are filling a
repeat position rather than a one-time project.
As noted in the lead article, the organization
participated in area-wide meetings this spring
around sustainable seaweed harvesting, with an
emphasis on rockweed. Though harvesting is not a
major issue in our bay today, we all should be aware
of the issues and impact. The rules regarding
shoreline and intertidal zone access for seaweed
harvesting are convoluted, and the state’s
regulatory environment, which treats seaweed
harvesting as a fishery, is confusing.
Both
situations cloud any conversation about sustainable
harvesting.

TBEC sees frequent year-round use. It is a
central meeting spot for several organizations FTB
is allied with, including Frenchman Bay Partners,
Frenchman Bay Conservancy, Maine Coast
Heritage Trust, The Schoodic Institute and the
Schoodic By-way Committee. The meeting space
is also occasionally rented by community groups.

Green Crab Update
by Alan Gray

Summer of 2016 saw a resurgence of the green
crab invasion into Taunton Bay waters. Numbers
were smaller than those seen during the major
irruption 2014. Last year we had relief, as in 2015
very few were noted.

The makeup of the Executive Committee has
changed a bit. At the July Annual meeting, I was
elected to a full two-year term. Mary Turner has
stepped down as Secretary, though she remains an
active member of the board. We have been joined
by Merry Post of Sullivan, a retired publishing
manager. Merry has stepped in immediately to
assume the role of Acting Secretary.

This summer, large groups of green crabs were
seen along the western shores and mudflats above
Burying Island - in Taunton Bay and Egypt Bay. In
addition to actual sightings, floating sheared-off eel
grass stems, and noticeable bank undercutting
showed their presence. The good news is there were
no reports of green crabs on the mudbanks of the
river section along the Hancock shore.

Fund raising is always a focus. This summer our
third annual benefit dinner moved to Hancock’s
Ironbound Restaurant, where owner Leslie Harlow
took very good care of us. That event raised over
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Alan Gray

friendsoftauntonbay.org

Taunton Bay and
Watershed Wildlife
three photos by
Gerry Monteux
Monteuxgallery.com
Left:
Pileated woodpecker
Right:
Porcupine In A
Tree
Bottom:
Swimming otter

MEMBERSHIP

It’s never too late to join Friends of Taunton Bay or to
renew your membership. For full details see:
friendsoftauntonbay.org/home/membership
Or contact at:
membership@friendsoftauntonbay.org
Checks can be mailed to:
Friends of Taunton Bay
Membership, PO Box 411, Hancock, ME 04640
The Friends of Taunton Bay is a 501 (c) (3)
nonprofit organization.
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